Carole J Stokes ND, Founder and CEO of Gener8 Awareness Pty Ltd,
Dream Analyst, public speaker, mentor, coach and entrepreneur to feature
as a prominent thought leader in Celebrity Publishing’s,
“THINK BIG: INSIGHTS FROM SIR RICHARD BRANSON AND INTERNATIONAL THOUGHT LEADERS”.

Sydney, 19 February 2019– Naturopath Homoeopath and renowned Dream Analyst Carole J Stokes ND, will appear alongside Sir Richard Branson,
Cydney O’Sullivan and Dr Rosina McAlpine in the latest of the bestselling ‘Think Big’ book titles.

In her chapter in Think Big: Dreaming Your Way To Success In Life and Business, Carole J Stokes encourages readers to not only interpret their
dreams but to live them out. By showing people the importance of connecting to their inner guidance, Stokes empowers readers to live the life of their
dreams.

‘Believe in yourself and your own abilities. Remove any doubts of your worth and you will fill your life with both pleasures and worthwhile tasks. Have
confidence in yourself. Confidence brings pleasure to everything you do.’ Carole J StokesND

Stokes’ achievements are plentiful. In 2005, the founder of Gener8 Awareness won the Australian Achiever Award; as a popular radio personality,
she hosted her Dream Time show on the Creating Calm Network as well as interviews on national radio. She is currently hosting Webinars ‘How Your
Dreams Can Help You Harness The Power Of Your Unconscious Mind: A Journey Of Self Discovery’ and regularly speaks at seminars and lectures.
Her focus is to connect you with your heart and your soul.

Stokes, a renowned and leading authority on dream analysis, has taught her dream interpretation system to thousands of students through the
Centre for Adult Education in Melbourne, TAFE colleges and new-age centres around Australia.

THINK BIG: INSIGHTS FROM SIR RICHARD BRANSON AND INTERNATIONAL THOUGHT LEADERS released February 18, 2019. Think Big
shares strategies, advice and knowledge from highly successful leaders that readers can use to advance their business, career and lifestyle. Quotes
throughout the book offer a daily dose of inspiration.

For more information, review copies, to arrange interviews and all other details about Carole J Stokes and other Think Big contributors; please
contact:

Carole J Stokes ND

Amazon link: http://bit.ly/TB2Kd

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CaroleYourDreamExpert/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thedreamspecialist/

Website: http://yourdreamexpert.com/
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